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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra. In the study of the 
primitive spectrum Prim U(g) of the enveloping algebra U(g) of g, an 
important question which remains open is to determine those primitive 
ideals which are completely prime. One such family is provided by those 
ideals which are annihilators of modules induced from a one-dimensional 
module of a parabolic subalgebra p. For the purposes of this article we call 
such ideals induced (with respect to p). 
1.2. Let lj be a Cartan subalgebra of g and IV the Weyl group for the 
pair (g, h). Let Z(g) denote the centre of U(g). We recall [3, 7.41 that 
Max Z(g) identifies with b*/W through the Harish-Chandra isomorphism. 
Given 1 E~,I* we let Z(I) denote the element of Max Z(g) delined by this 
isomorphism and we set I(1) = U(g) Z(;i). Then [3, 8.41 I(1) is a primitive 
ideal and in fact and induced ideal with respect to a Bore1 subalgebra b. 
Moreover every primitive ideal contains some I(A). 
1.3. Identify U(g)@ U(gj canonically with U(g x g). We have a map 
j: Xt--+ (X, X) of g into g x g and we set f=j(g). We call V a Harish- 
Chandra module for the pair (g x g, f) if 
(1) The centre Z(g x g) r Z(g) 0 Z(g) acts finitely on V. 
(2) V is a direct sum of finite-dimensional simple f modules and each 
simple f module E occurs with finite multiplicity (denoted by [V: El). 
When [V: E] # 0 we call E a f-type of V. 
An important fact about Harish-Chandra modules is that they are 
always of finite length. Since by Kostant’s formula [ U(g)/I(A) : E] = dim Eh 
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we deduce that U(g)/I(L) has finite length (as a U(g) - U(g) bimodule) and 
this is well known to lead a considerable simplification in the study of 
Prim U(g). 
1.4. Much is known about induced ideals especially with respect to 
f-types. This results from work of Duflo [4], Conze-Berline and Duflo [Z.], 
and from [S]. Nevertheless, Gupta [6] recently made the observation that 
except for certain “special” i E h*, any ideal induced with respect to p 3 b 
is generated over U(g) by I(i) and one copy of the adjoint representation. 
This was not immediately obvious from earlier work especially if g has 
roots of differing length. 
1.5. The aim of this paper is to prove a converse of Gupta’s theorem 
and to strengthen it. (We see in particular that her condition on ,I not 
being special is too strong.) We show that in almost all cases: an ideal 
generated over U(g) by I(A) and one copy of the adjoint representation is 
an induced ideal with respect to some p $ b, and every induced ideal is so 
obtained. Furthermore, we describe what happens in the exceptional cases 
and how these arise. For the moment we just remark that for the above 
property to hold it is sufficient for d to be a so-called regular element of h*. 
1.6. To analyse the exceptional cases of the first type we need a 
generalization of the product formula of [S, Theorem 5. I ] when A is not 
regular. In view of recent developments this is relatively easy though it is 
also a result of independent interest. In particular we can understand why 
for 1 non-regular it can happen that I/l(A): IE Prim U(g) is not idem- 
potent. 
1.7. For J. regular, every induced ideal is minimal with respect to its 
Borho-Jantzen-Duflo t-invariant. This fails badly for ,I non-regular. 
Nevertheless, this family of induced ideals is still defined for 1 non-regular. 
We show that every such ideal is generated over I(A) by one copy of the 
adjoint representation when g has all its root lengths equal and describe 
exactly how this property fails in general, for example, in type C2. For the 
remaining induced ideals corresponding of course to non-regular A, the 
situation is far more complicated. Such ideals can fail to be generated in 
the above fashion even in type A,. This leads to the second way in which 
Gupta’s theorem can fail for “special” A. Finally, by analysing carefully 
maximal ideals for very singular A, we shall find a third way in which 
Gupta’s theorem can fail, for example, in type D,. However, the details will 
be left for a further paper. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. We follow closely the notation of [S]. In particular let R c lj* be 
the set of non-zero roots, Rf a choice of positive roots, Bc R+ a set of 
simple roots, and P(R) (resp. P(R)+) the lattice of integral (resp. and 
dominant) weights. Given R E lj* set R1 = (a E R ( (a “, 1) E Z}, where 
CI ” = 24(x, ~1). It is well known that Rd is a root system. Let W, denote the 
subgroup of W generated by the s,: CI E R, and choose a set BA c R: := 
RA n R’ of simple roots for R,. With respect to the length function on PV, 
,let M’~ denote its unique longest element. Given 1 E P(R) let E(1) denote the 
unique simple finite-dimensional U(g) module with extreme weight /2. Let 
g = n+ 0 Jj @ n- be the triangular decomposition of g corresponding to 
the choice of 6, R+. Set b=Fj@n+. Given B’ c B let pB, 3 b denote the 
parabolic subalgebra with Levi factor rB, generated by 6 and the root 
vectors corresponding to the roots in the set ZB’ n R. 
2.2 Given 1 E fj* let CL be the one-dimensional b module of weight I 
and let M(1) := U(g)@,(,, a3 I-mp denote the Verma module of highest 
weight II - p with L(A) its unique simple quotient. Let XH k := -X: x E g 
denote the principal antiautomorphism. Given U(g) modules M, N, then 
Horn&M, N) admits the structure of U(g) @ U(g) module via (a@b) x= 
ax&. Let L(M, N) denote the unique largest Harish-Chandra module con- 
tained in Hom,(M, N). Again (M@N)* admits the structure of a 
U(g) @ U(g) via transport of structure and the principal antiautomorphism 
of U(g x g). Let (MO N)* denote the largest Harish-Chandra module con- 
tained in (MON)*. Recall that we have a canonical isomorphism 
L(M, N*)G L(NQM)*. Given ;1, uE~)* with ;l--p(~ P(R) we set 
L( -1, -p) := L(M(l)@M(p))*. This is called a principal series module. 
Its f-types may be computed by Frobenius reciprocity. One obtains 
[L( -2, -p): E] =dim Ej._~. 
In particular E(A-,u) occurs with multiplicity one in L( -1, -p). Let 
V( -2, -li) denote the unique simple subquotient of L( - 1, -cl) admitting 
E(A - p) as a f submodule. If E(v) is a f-type of L( -/I, -p) distinct from 
E(;1- ,u) then E(v)>.-~ # 0 implies that (v, v) > (2 - p, /z - p). For this 
reason E(1- 11) is called the unique minimal f-type of L( -A, -p). 
2.3. Call A E b* dominant if (1, a ” ) E N, for all CI E Rt, antidominant if 
-i is dominant, and regular if (A, a) # 0, VU E R. Fix B’ c B. Let W, 
denote the subgroup of W generated by the reflections s, : LY E B’ and let ulB, 
denote its unique longest element. Suppose (1, a”) = -1, for all a E B’. 
Then C wgl - ,, has the structure of a one-dimensional pe, module and we set 
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MB,(~~‘B,~) := &3)0u,,,, a=,t,.,-,, Z&1) := Ann M,,(w,,rZ). It is well 
known that 1,.(n) is completely prime and hence primitive. 
2.4. We assume until Section 6 that A E h* is antidominant, but not 
necessarily regular. It is well known that the action of U(g) on M(i) 
defines an isomorphism of U(g)/l(A) onto L(M(I), M(A)). Fix ME B,. We 
may assume without loss of generality that a E B. Note here the &role of B, 
cannot necessarily be conjugated into B). Assume (%,A) # 0. Then M(/Z) is 
a submodule of M(s, A), and the quotient M(s,I),/M(i) is simple and 
isomorphic to M,(s,A). By [S, Proposition 3.41 the restriction map defines 
an isomorphism of L(M(s,1), M(s,l)) onto L(M(I), M(A)). Since M(1) is 
simple and by definition I,(J) = Ann (M(s,J)/M(3,)) (and contains strictly 
Ann M(A) =: I(1)) it follows that I,(d) M(s,l) = M(I), and then by our 
above remark we obtain an isomorphism 
where the last step results from the self-duality of M(i) in the fQ category. 
(This result is due to Duflo [ 14. Lemma 5 and Proposition lo], though his 
original proof was rather more obscure and longer.) A key fact used exten- 
sively in [4] and which goes back to Zelobenko is that for any EVE W, the 
Harish-Chandra module L( -1, - wn) admits I/‘( -A, - ivd) as its unique 
simple quotient. This may also be derived from [S, 1.12, 1.16, and 3.41 by 
an analysis similar to the above. 
LEMMA. Suppose c1 E B sati.s$es -(m “, A) E N +. Then the adjoint 
represerltation occucT with multiplicity one in L( --A, -s,A) if (CC”, h) = -1 
and zero multiplicity otherwise. 
This is quite trivial if a is a long root. The general case is slightly more 
tricky. Let /I be a long root (hence an extreme weight of the adjoint 
representation). Suppose -(a “, A) B 2. Since 4(1x, a) > (0, fl) it follows that 
(/z - s,A, A- .s,A) > (/?, /i’) and so (2.2) the adjoint representation cannot be 
a I-type of L( - A, -s,A). This proves the last part. For the first part we 
remark that the action of U(g) on M&i) defines an isomorphism of 
U(g)/l,(n) onto L(M,(Qj, M,(s,a)). This is an old result of Conze- 
Berline and Duflo [2, 2.12, 6.3 J (see also [S, 4.41). Since M,(s,~) is a sim- 
ple module, hence self-dual in the 0 category, the latter identifies with 
UM,(s,J-jO M,(sdij*, which is a generalized principal series module 
whose f-types may be computed by Frobenius reciprocity. One obtains 
[L(M,,(s,;C)@ M,(s,n))*: E] = dim Er3. 
If E is the adjoint representation. then dim Ecu = card B- 1. On the 
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other hand, the adjoint representation occurs with multiplicity card B in 
U(g)/](1) and so this proves the assertion. 
3. SOME COMBINATORIAL LEMMAS 
Throughout - ;1 E $* is assumed dominant though not necessarily 
regular. 
3.1. LEMMA. Suppose w E W satisfies w1- L =: /3 E R +. Then sB i - 2 = ,ll. 
As is well known we must have ~1 E W, (actually for our purposes we can 
assume this from the start). Then p E R: and we may view -A as being 
dominant element of the Cartan subalgebra of the Lie algebra with root 
system R,. Then -1 is an integral weight and so there is no loss of 
generality in assuming -1 E P(R) +. In this case we can view ~12 and s,l as 
extreme weights of E(i). From the representation theory of the 51(Z) sub- 
algebra generated by X6, X-, we easily conclude that WA- 1 and s,l - 1, 
which are both proportional to /3, must coincide. 
3.2. Call a root M E R short if (~1, LX) d (8, B), VP E R, and long otherwise. 
Let p be a long root. 
LEMMA. Suppose 1’ E LR satisjies 0 < (7, y ) < (/?, 8). Then y is a short 
root. 
We can assume 1/’ E P(R) + without loss of generality. Since Ed # 0 it 
follows from representation theory that 1’ E NB. We can therefore write 
with yip R+. Assume t is as small as possible with this property. Then 
(y,, y,) 2 0 for all i# j for otherwise 1~~ + 7, is a positive root. Then (/?, p) > 
(u, y) aC:= 1 (y,, yI). One easily concludes from this that t = 1 and then that 
y is a short root. 
3.3. In general B, cannot be conjugated into B. However, we have the 
following 
LEMMA. Assume card B, = card B. If - (CI ”, 2) = 1 for aN LX E B,, then 
B,=B. 
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It is convenient to replace 1 by p := \0,1, which satisfies (p, c( ” ) = 1, for 
all c( E B,. If (p, cc) = 0 for some B E R +, then fl E R,f by definition, which 
contradicts (,j?” , p) = 1 for all fl E B,. Hence p is regular. 
Since card B, = card B, the condition (a “, 11) = 1, for all a E B,, uniquely 
determines p and the usual argument shows that this unique solution is 
given by 
We conclude that (b”,,u)~fN+, for all DEB. 
SetB,~,=~aEB](a’“,~)=4),B,=(~EB(crV,11)=1).WeshowthatB, 
is the union of B, and a set B’ := (S,.CI(CI, C(‘E Bliz with (a, a’) < 0, CI’ short, 
c-t long). If B L,z f a;, then card B’ < card BIj, and so card B, < card B, con- 
tradicting the’ hypothesis. 
Take PIE Bj. If 0 E B then trivially /I E B,. Otherwise we can find c( E B 
such that (u, /?) < 0. Set y= s,/?. A brief calculation gives 
Since (v, p) > 0 and (a, fi ” ) is a strictly negative integer, we conclude that 
a E B,;, and (a, p” ) = -1. The latter implies that fl is long and CI is short. 
Again from (*) we obtain (y “, cc) = $ so it remains to show that 7 E B. If 
not, repeating the above argument gives a formula analogous to (*) but 
which this time leads to a contradiction. 
Remark. We will eventually see that it is possible to give a neater 
though less elementary representation theory proof of this result. 
3.4. COROLLARY. [f (a", A)=-l,forallcl~B~, thenQR,nR=R,. 
It is well known (and easy to check) that R’ := QR1 n R is a root 
system. Let B’ be a set of simple roots for R’ relative to a positive system 
containing {m E R’ ) (1, a) < 01. Then -I is dominant with respect to B’ and 
card B’ = dim, QR’ = dim, QR, = card B1. Then by 3.3 we obtain B, = B’ 
and so R, = R’. 
3.5. Take B’ c B, and suppose that - (CI “, A) = 1, for all CL E B’. Set 
R’ = HB’ n R. By [7, Satz 4Sa] we can find p E h* such that B’ = B, and 
(J.-p, c( ” ) = 0 for all c( E B’. From 3.4 we conclude that QR’ n R = R’. 
LEMMA. There exists w E W such that wB’ c B and w,I is antidominant. 
As in [l, Chap. VI, Section 1, Proposition 241 we choose a basis 
(u 1, u2, .I., ul) for QR such that {t’,+r, ...? u,j=B, and {u,+~, . . . . ur}=B’. 
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The lexicographic ordering corresponding to this basis defines a positive 
system RF and a set of simple roots B,. Clearly B, c R;r and the condition 
QR’ n R = R’ implies that each a E B’ is minimal, that is, B’ c B,. Choose 
w E CY such that wBI = B. Then M~B’c wB, = B as required and 
wB,c wR: = R+, which implies that ~11 is antidominant. 
3.6. Set S= {s,: a E B) and view the pair (W, S) as a Coxeter group. 
Let 11’~ denote the unique longest element of W. Recall that we have an 
associative product * on W defined through 
(i) s*s=s,vsEs, 
(ii) w * w’ = ww’ if 1( ~9) + I( w’ ) = ~(MJ’). 
Within parentheses the * product will be done last. 
Given s E S, w E W we set 
i 
w : I( w) < I( SW) 
s 3 ‘V = SM’ :Z(sw )< I( M’). 
We define y 0 )V : y, MJ E W by induction on I(y) by setting y 0 n’ = y’ a (s 0 HJ) 
if y’s = y and I(y’) < Z(y). It is easy to see that s 0 1~ = (s * )vw~) ~1~ and 
hence J’ 0 12’ = (y * M.x~~) MJ~ for all y, w E W. The 0 product is not 
associative. Within parentheses it will be done last. 
Now fix S’ c S, z E W and let z’ denote the unique smallest element in 
W,,z. One easily sees that z’ = wsr a z. We recall the following standard 
property of the Bruhat order. Take y, JJ’ E W with J” 3 y and s E S. If 
ys > y, then y’s B y, whereas if ys < y, then y’s > ys. The following (well 
known) result allows one to define an induced Bruhat order on the right 
coset W/ Ws space. 
LEMMA. If y’ 2 y, then JJ’ o12’~ 3 y o HJ~. 
One easily reduces to case when S’ = (s} and so lvY = s. lf ys > y, then 
y 0 s = J’ and both y’, y’s are larger than .v o s. If ys < y, then y 0 s = ys and 
a similar result holds. 
3.7. Take a short root a E B and B’ E B\{ol). From the classification f
Dynkin diagrams one easily checks that there can be at most one connec- 
ted component B; of B’ containing a root which is not short such that 
B, := B; u (a} is connected. Suppose such a component exists. Set a, = cc 
Again by Dynkin’s classification we can label the remaining roots of B, by 
CI,, a3, . . . a, such that (ai, a,) < 0 if and only if i=jk 1. Let k be the 
smallest positive integer such that clli s a long root. Set R’+ = NB’n R+. 
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LEMMA. There is a unique long root fi E R+ such that (CX, /3) > 0, 
(a’, /I?) < 0 for all CI’ E B’ and s,p E R’+. One has /? = sOsl . . . sk- lak, where 
si = s,,. 
Uniqueness. Since R ‘+ is a disjoint union of positive roots coming from 
the connected components of B’ it follows easily that we have 
y :=sJE R;+ := NB; n R+. Choose HI E B’, such that (a’, y) > 0. Since 
(IX’, s,,,~‘) = (a’, b) < 0 it follows that LX’ = a, and moreover either 11’ = a, or 
(LX,, y) d 0 for all i> 2. Repeating this argument we conclude that there 
exists a positive integer I such that p = sOslsz ... sip, M/. Since fi is a long 
root, so is c([ and so 13 t. If l> t, then by Dynkin’s classification aI- I is a 
long root and then (x1, b) > 0. This contradicts the hypothesis and proves 
uniqueness. For existence it suffices to check that /? := sOsl . . sk- lxii 
satisfies (Us, b)>O and (a,, p)<O for all i> 1. In fact (a,, al, . . . . elk) forms 
either a system of type Ck + L or of type G?. In the first case 
/?=2a,+2cr,+ ... +2xk-l+ak, in the second /?=3cr,+a(,. From this the 
assertion is easily checked. 
4. THE SEMIREGULAR CASE 
Fix -/l E l!)* dominant. 
4.1. Set Ry = (LX E RJ (a, 1) =O}. This is a root system with Weyl 
group w: generated by the s, : c( E R’j. Obviously RI: c R,. Set 
B~={cc~BI(cr,;1)=0). Since -1 is dominant it easily follows that 
Ry = LB: n R;. Fix a root c( E B,\Bi. A root p E R: is said to be affiliated 
to 0: if either fl= IX or the following three properties hold : 
(i) (8, P) > (a. a), 
(ii) (fl, a)>0 and s,/?ER:, 
(iii) (fl, y)dO, for all y~B’j. 
By 3.7 the root affiliated to LX is unique (we exclude b = c( when (i)-(iii) 
hold ). 
PROPOSITION. f34ppose -(c1", A)= 1. Then the adjoint representation 
occurs with multiplicity one in V( -A, -s, A) unless cx is a short root and 
there exists DE R,f\B, affiliated to a. 
This is of course trivial if u is a long root. Suppose u is not a long root. 
By 2.4 and the hypothesis, the adjoint representation occurs with mul- 
tiplicity one in L( -A, -s,L). On the other hand, by [4, Proposition 41 
the simple subquotients of L( -1, -s,,J.) are exactly the V( -1, -NJ>“) with 
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WE w, and bv 2 s, (Bruhat order). Furthermore, V( -1, -MYI) z 
V( -I, -.~,,a) if and only if MI E @s, fl. Thus the adjoint representation 
does not occur in V( - Iz, - s,n) if and only if there exists w E W,, w >, s,, 
MJ$ vsa e such that the adjoint representation does occur in 
V( -1, - ~12). Let E(y) be a f-type of such a V( -1, - w;i). Then E(y) is a 
E-type of L( -1, s,A) and so y is a sum of roots. Yet y cannot be the 
minimal f-type of L( -1, -.~,a) and so (y, y) > (CI, a). By 3.2 we conclude 
that (y, y) > (8, fl) for some long root p. Thus if the adjoint representation 
occurs in V( -2, -wJ) it occurs as its unique minimal f-type. That is, 
wl - 1= b for some long root p E R:. By 3.1 we can assume MJ = sg without 
loss of generality. Now choose c(,,, CI,, . . . CAKE B, such that (cI,, fli)>O, 
;,re BO=p, ~,=s~-~s~-~...s~B,s~=s~,, and Pk=ak. Then 
sOsl “.skP,uk, so the condition sg>s, implies that CYE {cc,, ul, . . . elk}. 
Suppose s,l = R. Then V( -I, --s@A) r V( -1, -sPiA) and so we can 
assume (a,, 1) # 0 without loss of generality. We have 
/9= 5 lpi, &EN+, 
r=O 
(*) 
where in particular I, = (a;, 8) = (a,, By )((fi, B)/(uo, ~0)). Now 
i~o-(u:,A)++ -(/?“,1)=1. 
3 
Since (a.,“, 1) ~0, for all i, and lo(clo, a )/(B, p) = (go, p \I) is a strictly 
positive integer, we conclude that (a;, A)= -1, (a,, /I)=O: i>O. 
Consequently CI = c(~ and CI, E B:, for all i > 0. Then (0, G() > 0 and s,p E Ry. 
If (B, y)>O for some YEB~ then V( -1, s,A)z V( -1, -sBsJ), where 
fl’ = s,/?, so we can assume (p, y) d 0 for all y E Bi without loss of 
generality. Hence /? is affiliated to IX. 
4.2. Retain the hypotheses of the proposition. Since the adjoint 
representation occurs with multiplicity one in L( -1, -s,J) it follows that 
the long root fi affiliated to LX is unique if it exists and V( - jl, -sll;l) occurs 
with multiplicity one in L( -1, -s,l). This unique root is determined by 
3.7 taking B’ = B’j. 
Take GI E BI\BO, and let cl denote its affiliated root. One has [L( - ;1, -2): 
V( - ;1, - s,A)] 3 1 and one may ask if equality holds. Actually the left-hand 
side can be arbitrarily large for suitable choices of g. We shall say that ;1 is 
senziregufur if equality holds for all ~1. Eventually we shall calculate 
explicitly these multiplicities. For the moment we note the following. 
LEMMA. If B: = 0, then ;1 is semiregular. 
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It is enough to show that 
[L(-I, -A)/L(-A, -&A): V(-n, -s,n)]=o. 
Applying the equivalence of categories theorem [S, I.161 and making the 
appropriate identifications [S, 3.41, this reduces to showing that 
Since a=cl this results easily from [7, 2.161. 
Renzurk. Set ,u = HJ,~. What goes wrong in the general case is that we 
must replace V( -i, -s,n) by L( $3 u fishy) and then it is no longer true 
that such a module cannot be a simple factor of M(~‘,~)/M(‘~l~s,i). 
4.3. Set B:=(ccE8,I(cr”, 1) = --I>. Assume A is semiregular. 
LEMMA. The adjoint representation occurs with nwltiplicity card B- 
card B: in I/( -1: -1). 
Given CI E B:, let a denote its affiliated root. If c(, /I E Bf are distinct, then 
one easily checks that a, /I are incomparable (for the Bruhat order). View 
the L( --A, -MJIZ): we WA as submodules of L( -1, -1). Let us show that 
the adjoint representation occurs with multiplicity card Bj. in 
Since the adjoint representation occurs with multiplicity one in each 
L( --;I, -s,,?) it is clear that it occurs with multiplicity <card B: in J,(J). 
Suppose this inequality is strict. Then there exists ome ct E Bi such that the 
adjoint representation V, occurring in v( --A, -s,A) already occurs in 
Since I’( -& -s,i.) is simple as a bimodule this would imply that it 
occurs as a subquotient of some L( --A, --sBA). By [4, Proposition 41 this 
implies sdi > sB, which is a contradiction. 
Finally. we have seen (2.4 and 4.1) that the only simple subquotients of 
L( - 1, - E.) in which the adjoint representation occurs are V( - 1, -A) and 
the V( -2, -s,i): CI E B:. By 2.2 and 4.2 these all occur with multiplicity 
one in L( -2, -1). Since the adjoint representation occurs with multiplicity 
card B in L( -2, -A) this completes the proof of the lemma. 
4.4. Take a E Bf, and let Oc E R,f be its affiliated root. Let J,(n) denote 
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the unique ideal of U(g) containing Z(1) such that J,(n)/Z(L)r 
L( - I, -s,n), where here L( -A, -s,L) is identified as a submodule of 
L( -a, -a) z U(g)/Z(l). c onsider B: defined above. By 3.5 we can assume 
B: c B without loss of generality. Take B’ c Bf. After Duflo [14, 
Proposition 121 the induced ideal Z,.(1) satisfies 
zB4n1= c L(l). 
at B’ 
In view of this we set 
JB.(a) := 1 J,(A) 
XEB’ 
and call such an ideal quasi-induced. When either 1 is regular or all the 
roots of g have the same length, we have Is.(n) =J&J). More generally 
(5.8) we shall see that ZK(L) =,/m and the inclusion JB(n) c Is.(n) can 
be strict (5.7). For the moment we observe the 
COROLLARY. Let Z be an ideal of U(g) generated by Z(l) and one copy V 
of the adjoint representation. Suppose I# U(g). Then Z is a quasi-induced 
ideal and every quasi-induced ideal is so obtained. 
Since V( -1, -A) is the unique maximal quotient of L( -A, -A), it 
follows that U(g) admits a unique maximal ideal JmaX(L) containing Z(1). 
(This is an old result of Dixmier (see [3, 8.581) and moreover 
V( -1, -L)r U(g)/.Z,,,(L).) By the hypothesis ZcJ,,,(;1). By 4.3, the 
adjoint representation occurs card Bf, times in .Z,,,(n)/Z(1). However (as 
shown in the proof of 4.3), this is just the multiplicity of the adjoint 
representation in JB;(l)/Z(n). Thus ZcJ,;(1). Since V( -1, -s,A) is the 
unique quotient of L( - ;1, -saA) it follows that the copy V,- of the adjoint 
representation occurring in V( -1, -s,1) (viewed as a f subspace of 
L( - 2, -A)) generates L( -2, -s,- 2) as a U( g x g ) module. Furthermore, in 
any submodule of 
1 L(-a, -&a) 
MEB’ 
(*I 
the adjoint representation occurs with multiplicity x card BJ, and indeed for 
some fi E B1, it occurs as a f submodule of 
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Hence V generates the module described in (*) (or equivalently 
I=JB;(l)) if and only if 
Conversely if V c y% for some fi E B:, then 
lc JB;‘,, (/?} (A). 
Repeating this argument shows that I= J,,(A) for some B’ c Bf: and that 
every quasi-induced ideal so obtains. 
5. THE EXCEPTIONAL CASES COMING FROM AFFILIATED ROUTS 
Fix - /1 E h * antidominant. 
5.1. The aim of this section is to relate J,.(A) to IE(k). For this we 
generalize a product formula established in [8, Theorem 5.11 to non- 
regular A. 
5.2. Fix WE W, and let M’-‘=s,s~...s~:s~=s~~:cI,EB~. be a reduced 
decomposition. Set W, = slsZ . . . si, M!~ = Id 
LEMMA. Via restriction maps, one has 
(i) L(M(w,,A), M(w,w -‘a))% L(M(l~d): M(/l))2iL( -a, -w/i), 
(ii) L(M(w~‘,w- 1 a), M(wj.wia))3L(M(s,n), M(/ij)rL(-a, -sJ). 
These are just special cases of [5, 3.41. For practice we establish (ii). For 
this we must show that ((WOW,)-’ * WOW,_ I w,J \vA = s,. By 3.6 the left-hand 
side is just (w~w,)-~ o (WOW,) si. Since I(w,w,) + I(si) = Z(W~.W~.S,) the resuit 
follows easily. 
LEMMA. For all y E W, one has 
-wf(P), W$-)) M(P) = Mb+ 9). 
Suppose UE B, satisfies (a, p)=O. By 5.2(i) (with y= W,IC--‘) we have 
wmh m4) ~wm-~ih ww 
= waJf-Ls,P), W~)j7UWPL), M(s,.YA)j. 
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Conversely suppose for all c( E Bz that s, y > y. Then we claim 
that L(M(p), L(yil)) #O. Indeed by [9, 4.71 it is enough to show that 
(yw,)-‘(R;nR+)cR-, equivalently that y -‘(RE n R+ ) c R+. Since 
p is dominant one has RE = NB: n R so it is enough to show that 
y ~ ‘c( E R+ for all CI E By. This last condition is equivalent o s, y > y and so 
is satisfied by the hypothesis. Since M(p) is projective (in the Cfl category) 
we conclude that L(M(p), M(y12)) $? L(M(p), M(?,A)) and hence that 
L(M(p), M(y1)) M(U) = M(yA) in this case. Combined with our previous 
observation this proves the lemma. 
5.4. Fix CI E B, and consider the ideal r,(L) defined in 2.3 and 2.4. 
PROPOSITION. Choose y E lVj. such that y 0 ~7: = J (that is, y is the unique 
smallest element in y @ ). Then 
Zx(~) MiY~) = 
i 
MiYJ) if I’S, > I’, 
MiI’SxA) if I’S, < y. 
Since Z,(lj = U(g) if a E B: we can assume (c(, 1) #O without loss of 
generality. 
Suppose ys, >y. If Z,(1) M(y1) 4 M(yA) then Z,(A) c L(M(yA), M(y1)). 
Recalling 2.2 and 2.4 this implies that k( -1, -sJj occurs in some 
L(M(yil), L(z1)) and hence in some principal series module L(M(yL), 
6M(zA)) & L( -zA, -y/z), where ZE Lt’;. is chosen so that L.(zL) occurs in 
M(~l;1). By [3, 7.6.231 the latter condition implies that z, < y for some 
zi EzL~. As noted in [4, Section 1.31, L( -z& -yA) and L( -y-iz1, -2) 
have the same Jordan-Holder series and, moreover, by [4, Proposition 41, 
C’( -s,;i, -A) E L’( - 1, -s, A) occurs as a simple subquotient if and only if 
there exists cri, )I’~ E WJ: such that W, y-’ ZW~ <s,. Thus either zE yI%T or 
z E J>WysiI q. In the first case the minimality of y implies that z,a y, con- 
tradicting z1< y. In the second case we have z1 o WY = y’s, 0 WY for some 
y’ E y M$‘. As before $3 y and since ysJ1 > y we conclude that y’s, 2 2’ 
(cf. 3.6). Then by 3.6 we have y = y 0 WY < y’s, 0 WY = z, o $’ < zi, which 
again contradicts z,< y. 
Suppose ys, < y. As in 5.2(ii) we obtain from [S, 3.41 that Z,(n)= 
L(M(yA), M(ys,l)) and so Z,(A) M(J~/Z) c M(ys,l). Suppose this inclusion 
is strict. Then by the above reasoning there exists ome 3~ Wi such that 
z,<I-‘s,forsomez,E~~~andeitherzEI’C~orzEyWSls,~~.Inthefirst 
case we have z1 > y > ys,, contradicting zI< l’s,. In the second case 
z * 0 1v; = y’s, 0 w: for some y’ E ,‘q. Since y’ 3 y and J’ > J’S, we obtain 
that y’sa > ys, from 3.6. Then z, 0 W$ = J*‘s, 3 W$ > ysa WY by 3.6. Since 
(a, A) # 0 this contradicts z1< ysX and proves the proposition. 
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Remarks. The analysis is rather easier for L regular and indeed the 
result is an immediate (and well-known) consequence of c4, 
Corollary 3.31, which implies that I,(L) L(yd) = 0 if and only if J’S, < j’. To 
see the extra difficulty and subtlety of the non-regular case take B= (~1, p) 
simple of type A2 and assume 2 satisfies - (2, CL ” ) E N +, (A, p) = 0. Then 
M(s,s~s~,I) = A4(slls,L) and so I,(A) izl(~,s~s,~) = bI(.s,n) =&f(A). This is 
not equal to M(s,sa2)=Ill(s,l) and so we see that the proposition fails 
without the minimality condition on I’. On the other hand, if B = (CI, p) is 
simple of type BZ and 2 is as above, we conclude that I,(2) M(~,s~s~~) = 
M(s,/Z), whereas (Z,(L))’ M(.s,sgsa/l) = M(1). Consequently I,(A) is not 
idempotent. (This special case was noted in [S] essentially by just counting 
ideals. )
5.5. We can regard L( - 2, - ~3,) as defining a unique ideal containing 
Z(2) such that L&2, --M’/Z)=J,,,(/~)/J(R)=:~,,(;~). Take IX~, c1>, .~., M,EB, 
and set s,=s,,. Consider the product K=j5,(A) J,-(n) ...jS,(l) and set 
,U = II’, i”. By 5.4, we have that KM(p) is a Verma module and hence of the 
form M(Ic,Ic-‘/~) for some IV E u/,. By the injectivity of the Dixmier map 
[9, 4.31 we can identify K with L(M(p), M(,tj,+o-‘A)), which by 5.2(i) 
coincides with J,,.(n). Moreover by 5.4 we can calculate br explicitly. Taking 
account of [S, 3.3(iii)] and the remarks in 3.6, this gives the 
5.6. Take c( E L?>. and let Cr E R, be its affiliated root. By 3.6, LX # 2 if and 
only if IX is short and {al u B: has a connected component containing a 
and a root which is not short. 
COROLLARY. rf‘ a#i, 
&2-j = I,,( I). 
then (J,,(1))2~J,,(A) F fJ2). In particular 
Remark. This result can be obtained from just 5.2 and 5.3. However, 
5.5 allows us to say exactly when (jSX(n))’ = IJi(,I). Equality can fail. 
5.7. If 1 is regular, then in the conclusion of 5.5 we can take 
II’ = slsz . = . s/i if the right-hand side is a reduced decomposition. This was 
the result obtained in [S, 5.1(i)]. However, it fails for /z non-regular. 
Indeed one can easily arrange short roots CI, Q E Bi. with Q E BX, /I E Bz such 
that the affiliated root E of CI is distinct from a. Then Iz~~~sE(~) = J,,,.(2) = 
JSsl(A). which contains JJ2(,I) ],(,I) js*(2) = (JJ&l))’ strictly. Again suppose 
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B= (a,, CI~, Mu} is simple of type C, with c(~ the long root. Take -AE~* 
dominant and integral with Bj.= (cI,, c(~}. Then a, =2a, +CY, from 3.7. 
By 5.5 we have (JsE,(A))* = L( -1, - S&,&&) g ‘CA -~x2~&24 = 
A,,(4 F 4,p 1. - 
5.8. Take B’ c Bf. 
COROLLARY. J&.(l) = Is,(A). 
5.9. We conclude with a representation theory proof of 3.3. If card B’ = 
card B, then by 4.2 the adjoint representation does not occur in V( -II, -A). 
It hence occurs with multiplicity rank g in J,,,(A)/Z(A). Then g itself occurs 
in J,,,(A), which is hence the augmentation ideal. This proves that A = p 
and so Bi = B as required. 
6. NON-DOMINANT A 
6.1. Take AE~* antidominant. Gupta calls A E h* non-special if 
for c(ER+ the condition (A, ~1” ) = 1 implies a E B. She proves [6, 
Corollary 1.121 that if 1 is non-special then every induced ideal containing 
Z(A) is generated over Z(A) by one copy of the adjoint representation. 
6.2. Take A E $* but drop the hypothesis that ;1 is antidominant. Given 
B’ c B such that (A, M ” ) = - 1 for all M E B’, we may form the induced ideal 
Z&A) as defined in 2.3. Does this lead to any new induced ideals possibly 
not satisfying Gupta’s theorem? Choose YE W, such that p := ~71 is 
antidominant. Since (Zl, JQ ti )= (A, in’ ) = -1 for all a E B’, we conclude 
that yB’ c R, n R + = Rf = R,+. Suppose yB’ c B, (this is a slight weaken- 
ing of saying that p is non-special). By 3.5 there exists SE E’ such that 
xyB’ c B and ,‘cp remains antidominant. Set IV = sy. 
LEMMA. One has I,,(y ~ ‘p) = I,,,.(p). 
This is proved by comparison of Goldie rank polynomials. Indeed set 
B” = wB’. Consider the “coherent family” of ideals Z&J + v): -v E P(R)+. 
By [2, 2.12, 4.7, 6.3, 8.61 the ZE (,u + V) are primitive ideals and 
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Replace L=u’~ by il+~~1-‘~~=,~~-‘(~++). By [lo, I, 4.10, 5.101 the 
ring A := L(M,.(w,(l + bv-lv), M,(,v~(~~ + 1~ -‘v)))) is prime, noetherian 
and 
rk A = 
. ..L’ 
M, lVB,(l + v’v)I(x, p). (**I 
Quite trivially the right-hand sides of (*) and (**) coincide. Applying the 
Goldie rank additivity principle (cf. [lo, II, Sect. 51) to the embedding 
U(g)/Z,.(2 + 11 P1~t) 4 A and the linear independence of the Goidie rank 
polynomials [ 11, Sect. 51, we conclude that Z,..(p + v) is the unique 
- 
minimal prime ideal containing I,,(1 + MJ ~ ’ v)~ In particular d’Z,( 2) = 
Z,.(p). Yet I,.(/?) is completely prime and so in fact Z&(L) = Is+) as 
required. 
6.3. We conclude in the above situation (i.e., if J’B’ c B,) that there is 
no loss of generality in assuming ,? antidominant. It always holds, for 
example, if L is regular. Indeed, given p E yB’c R: the condition 
(/I ”, p) = - 1 easily implies that fl E B,. The only possibly bad case is when 
b is long; but then one of the relatively simple roots, say tl, occurring in the 
decomposition of /I must also be long. If p # CY then p being antidominant 
and regular implies that 1= (/I ” , - p ) > ( CI ” , -p) 3 1, which is impossible. 
We shall show in a subsequent paper that ,J non-special implies 1 
semiregular (and that the former condition is much weaker). Again we 
have seen that the affiliated root Cr of a is distinct from LY only if I? E R:\B,, 
which cannot happen for non-special A. We conclude that Corollary 4.4 is a 
strengthening of Gupta’s theorem and also gives a converse to it. Moreover 
it indicates three different ways in which Gupta’s result can fail for 1 
special. First, if DI # K Then in fact there are (as we have seen) induced 
ideals not generated over Z(A) by a copy of the adjoint representation. 
Second, we cannot assume without loss of generality that 2 is 
antidominant. The first bad case occurs in type A,. Set B = (rxl, ct2, a3 1 in 
the usual notation and take B’= (cx?, ~~1. Fix -p E h* dominant and set 
p,= -(a:, p). Set N~=s~.s~s~s~:s~=s,,. From, say, [12, 11.41, we have 
For k regular such an ideal is not induced (by [ 12, 10.51. Yet if pz = 0 the 
above Goldie rank polynomial can be rewritten as +(pr +p?) 
~~(p, + 11~ + Pi). Furthermore, this ideal is induced for those singular values 
of ,u. Indeed set A= s1 ZJ and let V( MY~.~) be the finite-dimensional nBs 
module with highest weight $$>,.A - p = s,s,s,s,~ - p. Set MB.( MJ~,J) = 
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w?) OU(pL?3 V(MJ,.~) and Z,.(A) = Ann MB,( HJ~.~). The ring .4 := 
~(~,,(w,,d), MB.(~~B,IZ)) is prime, noetherian [lo, 4.10, 5.101, and 
In general Jm is not primitive; but if pz = 0 one has J(wp) = J,,,(p) 
and so Jm = .Z(MJ~). T a k e pi = ,u~ = 1. Then ZB’(A) is completely prime 
and in particular equals J(~vP)). We show that Z,.(i) is not generated over 
Z(1) by a copy of the adjoint representation. Set B” = (LX,, a3 >. The induced 
ideal Z&u) satisfies [Z&p)/Z(I): Ead,.] = 2 (say by the reasoning in Sec- 
tion 4) while Z&p) + J,,,,(p) (say by nothing that the Goldie rank 
polynomial associated to the corresponding coherent family is just p,p3). 
‘Obviously [J,,,(p)/Z(L): E,, ] d 2 for otherwise J,,,(u) would have a 
copy of g and hence equal the augmentation ideal (implying that Z.J = -p, 
which is false). Thus J,,,(p) = I,.@) cannot be generated over Z(n) by a 
copy of the adjoint representation. In fact it is a straightforward exercise to 
show that U(g)/Z,+) has length two as a bimodule with factors 
I’( -p, -p)z U(g)/J,,X(~) and I’( -p, -s,s,z~) (the latter occurs with 
multiplicity two in L( -,u, -p)). It easily follows that Z,.(,U) is the unique 
maximal two-sided ideal strictly contained in JmaX(~) and J,,,(~)/Zs,.(~) 2 
V(-,M, --s,s,p). Consequently J,,,,,(ZL)=Z&U) is generated by the finite- 
dimensional simple U(I) module with extreme weight CI~ + a3 rather than 
by the adjoint representation. 
Finally, Gupta’s theorem may fail (in a third fashion) if il is 
antidominant yet not semiregular. This does not seem to occur in type -4,, 
but is otherwise quite prevalent, occurring for the first ime in type D,. 
As for the converse of Gupta’s theorem, we expect this to fail only when 
&!#a. In particular it should always hold if all root lengths are equal. 
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